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003: Lake Wingra Watershed Analysis I 
Existing Condition, Median Income, Families

Total Population
Lake Wingra Watershed: 27,300

City of Madison: 233,823

Total Land Area (Acres)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 7105.06

City of Madison: 49086.83

Total Amount of Bus Stops
Lake Wingra Watershed: 265

City of Madison: 1769

Total Amount of Schools
Lake Wingra Watershed: 32

City of Madison: 121

Total Amount of Churches
Lake Wingra Watershed: 23

City of Madison: 150

Total Amount of Hospitals
Lake Wingra Watershed: 1

City of Madison: 2

Length of Bus Routes (Miles)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 111.63

City of Madison: 680.30

Length of Bike Routes (Miles)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 25.20

City of Madison: 140.60

Length of Sidewalks (Miles)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 89.35 

City of Madison: 681.06

State of Wisconsin

City of Madison

Introduction
 Lake Wingra watershed is an area that occupies about 4525 acres of lands in South-
ern Madison, across the political boundaries of City of Madison, Town of Madison, and City of 
Fitchburg. Triggered by various reasons including the construction of Arboretum Drive, marsh 
landscape modification for residential uses, lack of coordinated watershed management sys-
tem, etc., some major problems began to emerge and to impact the overall sustainability of 
the involved communities. These problems include water pollution, low water infiltration, and 
decrease of underground springs. 
 This study aims at analyzing the socio-demographic/socio-economic characteristics and 
some potential social injustice issues for Lake Wingra watershed. For the convenience of demo-
graphic-unit-based analysis, the census block boundaries have been identified as the boundary 
for the entire study area. In the study, the key stakeholders cover from local residents, envi-
ronmental/social organizations such as Friends of Lake Wingra (FOLW), Capital Area Regional 
Planning Commission (CARPC), to city government (e.g. city planning/engineering) and state 
government (e.g. Wisconsin DNR).

Major Issues of Lake Wingra Watershed
1. Water Pollution
 Water pollution issue for Lake Wingra watershed mainly concentrates within three aspects since the cut-off of 
the lake’s eastern marsh: “500% increase of sediment; 1000% increase of phosphorus; and 1500% increase of chlo-
ride” (Lorman PPT 10). These changes have partially deteriorated the local water quality thus influencing the living 
quality of local residents.

2. Low Infiltration
 This is issue is closely related with the continuous urban development around the watershed region and the 
increase of impervious surfaces. Excessive rainwater left on surface may not only create inconvenience for resi-
dents’travels but also may accelerate the diffusion of water pollutants. Solutions including Adams Street Rain Garden 
and Monroe Street Corridor have been partially implemented for facilitating infiltration and for diversifying native 
animals and plants.

3. Decrease of Underground Springs
 This issue also relates with the land use changes that dramatically altered the water hydrology. According to 
“WingraSprings”, “originally, the watershed had nearly 30 groundwater springs, mostly near the lake; today only 
about 13 survive” (“Lake Wingra Watershed” par7). Restoring local spring flows has been put onto the agenda of re-
cent watershed planning.

Citations:
“Lake Wingra Wateshed.” WingraSprings. Web. https://wingrasprings.wordpress.com/home/
Jim Lorman, Sustainable Management of the Lake Wingra Watershed (PPT). Edgewood College, 2015. Presented.

Figure 1. Polluted stormwater from 
neighborhood streets and other
storm drain sources enters Lake 
Wingra.

Study Area Context Political Boundaries Population Density

Current Land Uses Median Contract Rent of Renter-Occupied Housing

Figure 2. Public participation for 
the implementation of Adams 
Street Rain Garden.

Figure 3. Duck Pond Spring.

Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing

Single Families’ Poverty Status Married-Couple Families’ Poverty Status Poverty-Families Concentration

Major Participators:

*Note: The demographic information above are census-block-based.

Description:
This is a base map that shows the 
general context of the watershed 
study area. Combined with the 
race/ethnicity distribution map, 
it can be told that two of the three 
golf courses listed in the map are  
distributed near/within census 
blocks whose dominant popula-
tion are white.

Description:
Besides the general context of the 
watershed study area, this map 
also shows the three major po-
litical boundaries that the study 
area across. The involved political 
boundaries belong to City of Madi-
son, City of Fitchburg, and Town of 
Madison respectively.

Description:
The map displays the general dis-
tribution trend of the population 
density within the census block 
study area. From the map, it can 
be told that the regional popula-
tion mainly concentrate within 
northern and eastern census 
blocks. Note that the reason why 
some censu blocks do not have 
population include: 1) commercial 
land use, 2) cemeteries, 3) UW-Ar-
boretum or other environmentally 
reserved areas.  

Description:
From the map, it can be told that 
residential land use occupies a 
large portion in the locan land 
use structure. Also, two types of 
residential land use patterns are 
obvious: 1) small, rectangular land 
parcels divided by grid-like streets 
in western and northern water-
shed; 2) large and curving land 
parcels divided by typical cul-de-
sac streets in southern part of the 
watershed.  

Description:
Note that census block groups 
with relatively high median con-
tract rent are concentrated within 
the northern part of the water-
shed. This phenomenon may be 
induced by the relevant places’ 
high accessibilty to nearby social 
resources including golf courses, 
Lake Wingra, etc. Also, compared 
with family maps and race/eth-
nicity maps, it can be told that the 
majority of the residents living 
in the dark-colored census block 
groups are white with multi-fami-
lies. Therefore, it may indicate that 
these residents’ income levels are 
relatively high.

Description:
In general, this map shows a 
similar distribution trend with 
the map “Median Contract Rent 
of Renter-Occupied Housing”. 
The relatively high median hous-
ing value may be induced by the 
relevant places’ high accessibilty 
to nearby social resources includ-
ing golf courses, Lake Wingra, etc. 
Also, compared with family maps 
and race/ethnicity maps, it can be 
told that the majority of the res-
idents living in the dark-colored 
census block groups are white 
with multi-families. Therefore, it 
may indicate that these residents’ 
income levels are relatively high.

Description:
Note that the distribution of single 
families with different poverty 
statuses shows an interesting 
phenomenon: single families be-
low poverty level are much more 
concentrated within minority-con-
centrated census blocks (in race/
ethnicity distribution map) than 
single families at or above pover-
ty level. Also, compared with the 
map “Married-Couple Families’ 
Poverty Status”, it can be told that 
the single families at or above 
poverty level are much less than 
the corresponding married-couple 
families.

Description:
Compared with the race/ethnic-
ity distribution map, it can be 
told that the spatial distribution 
of married-couple families at or 
above poverty level is very similar 
with the distribution of white pop-
ulation. Also, by comparing with 
the map “Single Families’ Poverty 
Status”, it can be told that the pos-
sibility for a married-couple fam-
ilies to be under the poverty level 
is less than the single families.

Description:
This map can be considered as 
a contrast map with the two 
median income maps and the 
married-couple family map since 
it shows a nearly opposite dark 
color distribution trend. And as 
expected, the northern and west-
ern parts of the watershed region 
are economically wealthier than 
the southern and southeastern 
parts in general.  
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Total Population
Lake Wingra Watershed: 27,300

City of Madison: 233,823

Total Land Area (Acres)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 7105.06

City of Madison: 49086.83

Total Amount of Bus Stops
Lake Wingra Watershed: 265

City of Madison: 1769

Total Amount of Schools
Lake Wingra Watershed: 32

City of Madison: 121

Total Amount of Churches
Lake Wingra Watershed: 23

City of Madison: 150

Total Amount of Hospitals
Lake Wingra Watershed: 1

City of Madison: 2

Length of Bus Routes (Miles)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 111.63

City of Madison: 680.30

Length of Bike Routes (Miles)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 25.20

City of Madison: 140.60

Length of Sidewalks (Miles)
Lake Wingra Watershed: 89.35 

City of Madison: 681.06

State of Wisconsin

City of Madison

Summary
 In general, besides major water-related issues, Lake Wingra watershed is also facing an 
array of social injustice issues reflected from the relevant demographic data. These injustice 
issues mainly focus on the imbalance of resource allocation (e.g. income, accessibility to rec-
reational and healthcare utilities, convenience to work, etc) among different races/ethnicities, 
age groups, and types of families. These all need to be mitigated or solved by broader public 
participation and more completed watershed planning.
Accessibility Criteria:
 In the last four maps, for roughly evaluating the local residents’ accessibility to their nearby social resources 
(e.g. bus stops, schools, etc.) within Lake Wingra watershed, totally 7 criteria have been set up as accessibility indica-
tors for judging whether certain census blocks match which combinations of the indicators. Qualified census blocks 
were sorted out by using pink color. 
 The criteria/indicators applied are listed here: 1) within 0.25 miles of bus stops; 2) within 0.3 miles of schools; 
3) within 0.3 miles of churches; 4) within 500 feet of bike routes; 5) within 300 feet of pedestrian lanes; *6) within 0.3 
miles of Lake Wingra; *7) within 1.60 mils of hospitals. Note that the study assumes that the mobility demand of the 
regional comunities tends to be more imperative than the demands in healthcare and lakeview. 

Major Issues of Lake Wingra Watershed
1. Water Pollution
 Water pollution issue for Lake Wingra watershed mainly concentrates within three aspects since the cut-off of 
the lake’s eastern marsh: “500% increase of sediment; 1000% increase of phosphorus; and 1500% increase of chlo-
ride” (Lorman PPT 10). These changes have partially deteriorated the local water quality thus influencing the living 
quality of local residents.

2. Low Infiltration
 This is issue is closely related with the continuous urban development around the watershed region and the 
increase of impervious surfaces. Excessive rainwater left on surface may not only create inconvenience for resi-
dents’travels but also may accelerate the diffusion of water pollutants. Solutions including Adams Street Rain Garden 
and Monroe Street Corridor have been partially implemented for facilitating infiltration and for diversifying native 
animals and plants.

3. Decrease of Underground Springs
 This issue also relates with the land use changes that dramatically altered the water hydrology. According to 
“WingraSprings”, “originally, the watershed had nearly 30 groundwater springs, mostly near the lake; today only 
about 13 survive” (“Lake Wingra Watershed” par7). Restoring local spring flows has been put onto the agenda of re-
cent watershed planning.

Citations:
“Lake Wingra Wateshed.” WingraSprings. Web. https://wingrasprings.wordpress.com/home/
Jim Lorman, Sustainable Management of the Lake Wingra Watershed (PPT). Edgewood College, 2015. Presented.

Figure 1. Polluted stormwater from 
neighborhood streets and other
storm drain sources enters Lake 
Wingra.

Major Race/Ethnicity Distribution Race/Ethnicity, Age Group Concentration Concentration of Workers with Different Travel Time

Concentration: Travel Time<= 9 Minutes Concentration: Travel Time>= 30 Minutes

Figure 2. Public participation for 
the implementation of Adams 
Street Rain Garden.

Figure 3. Duck Pond Spring.

Accessibility: Mobility + Lakeview & Healthcare Guaranteed

Accessibility: Mobility + Healthcare Guaranteed Accessibility: Mobility + Lakeview Guaranteed Accessibility: Mobility Guaranteed

Major Participators:

*Note: The demographic information above are census-block-based.

Total Population in pink-colored 
census blocks=1200; white=1119; 
black=8; Hispanic=23; Asian=28.

=White =Non-White

=White =Non-White

Total Population in pink-colored 
census blocks=970; white=898; 
black=6; Hispanic=22; Asian=25.

Total Population in pink-colored 
census blocks=1515; white=1218; 
black=123; Hispanic= 82; Asian=43.

=White =Non-White =White =Non-White

Total Population in pink-colored 
census blocks=4582; white=3642; 
black=417; Hispanic= 249; Asian=150.

Description:
Within the census block study area,
white population are dominant in 
most of the northern, central, and 
western census blocks while minori-
ty population (e.g. African Amer-
icans, Hispanic, etc.) are mainly 
concentrated within some eastern 
or southeastern census bocks that 
are near W. Beltline Highway or Fish 
Hatchery Road.  

Description:
Combined with the race/ethnicity 
distribution map, this map further 
shows that not only minority con-
centrated census blocks but also 
children/adolescent (age 0-20) and 
elder (age 60 or above) concentrated 
census blocks distribute around the 
outer circle of the watershed’s core 
area. This spatial phenomenon may 
influence the relative groups’ accessi-
bility to recreational infrastructures 
such as Lake Wingra and its lake-
shore.

Description:
Note that lots of workers whose trav-
el time is no more than 9 minutes 
mainly concentrate within western 
and northern census block groups. 
These are the places with abundant 
bus stops and bike routes distribut-
ed. At the same time, lots of workers 
whose travel time is more than 30 
minutes concentrate within southern 
or southeastern census block groups. 
This distribution trend is similar 
with the distribution of minorities.      

Description:
This map is a continuation of  the 
map “Concentration of Workers 
with Different Travel Time” with 
a special focus on the distribution 
of workers whose travel time is no 
more than 9 minutes. 

Description:
This map is a continuation of  the 
map “Concentration of Workers 
with Different Travel Time” with a 
special focus on the distribution of 
workers whose travel time is more 
than 30 minutes. Note that this map 
experienced an obvious “dark color 
shift” from the map “Concentration: 
Travel Time<= 9 Minutes”. There-
fore, the two maps together reflect a 
nearly contrasting spatial distribu-
tion between workers with relatively 
high and low mobility.

*Note: Census block selection method: have their centroid in the source layer feature + within a 200-feet search distance.
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